Bedtime Peppa
Bedtime has never been cozier! This soft and cuddly plush Peppa from Fisher-Price will sing a sweet lullaby at bedtime. Give her a squeeze and her cheeks will light up as she counts sheep. When it’s time to start a brand new day, just pick Peppa up and she’ll sing a wake-up song.

B-Daman Break Bomber Battlefield
Players must master power, speed and precision to keep up with the frenetic marble shooting play in the arena. Players start on opposite sides as they shoot at the rows of blocks in the center of the arena. Blasting away yellow blocks reveal red blocks. The player that blasts three out of five red blocks into the opponents’ territory wins.

Madden NFL 25
There’s no better way to celebrate and mark the culmination of 25 years of innovation than by naming this year’s game Madden NFL 25. This year’s game pushes the boundaries with gameplay and feature innovations that will lay a very strong foundation for the next 25 years of this storied franchise. Barry Sanders will appear on the cover of the “anniversary edition” of Madden NFL 25, while reigning NFL MVP Adrian Peterson will cover the regular edition of Madden 25.

RingStix
A fast and easily learned outdoor activity for ages 6 and up and will get the whole family up and moving. Play RingStix with two players, in a group or solo. It is quickly becoming the new favorite at gatherings, reunions, vacations, etc. The sticks and ring float so you can have fun playing RingStix at the beach.

B. Toys TeePee
Climb inside with your favorite books, your favorite friends or your favorite toy. It’s your world in there. Easy to put together and take a part for easy storage. Includes battery-operated lantern for night-time fun.
THE PLACE TO BE THIS HOLIDAY SEASON!

DOWNTOWN athens it’s all here
www.downtownathensga.com

Don’t forget Downtown Athens when planning your holiday events. We set the scene for festive fun!

Exceptional shopping for everyone on your list! Downtown gift certificates are redeemable at over 80 fabulous Downtown shops, restaurants, salons, and hotels too—the perfect gift.

For your convenience you can purchase Downtown Gift Certificates at 246 W. Hancock Ave. in the Chamber of Commerce Bldg. or online at www.DowntownAthensGA.com. 706.353.1421

downtown athens

breakfast with SANTA

Saturday, December 21, 2013

9:30 a.m. to 12 noon
The Georgian Grand Ballroom - 247 East Washington Street
$15 Adults, $10 children

This classic event includes a delicious breakfast, arts and crafts, and a visit with Santa! Breakfast with Santa books quickly, so reserve your space before Wednesday, December 18 by calling 706.353.1421 or emailing Pamela@DowntownAthensGa.com

FREE PARKING in the College Avenue Parking Deck

ATHENS AREA Parent magazine!

Bring your cameras!
**Furby Boom**

Featuring all the 'magic' and personality of its predecessor plus twice the content, the new Furby Boom creature combines physical and digital play for a fun type of entertainment experience. Kids can enjoy a digital adventure via their mobile device with the free Furby Boom app as they raise, care for and play games with their playmate.

**Eco Princess Make-up Set**

Created by a mom who got fed up with all the highly toxic kid’s makeup sets. Eco princess is a line of all natural and organic mineral makeup designed just for kids. Each kit contains: two eye shadows 3 g each, one blush 3 g, pink shimmer lip balm, water based nail polish and two applicators. Purses are hand made and will differ slightly. Tested on princesses. Never on animals.

**Furreal Friends Cuddles**

These pets will respond to many cherished play patterns, such as feeding, cuddling, tickling, swinging and rocking to sleep. The soft, animatronic, plush monkey pet comes with a bottle, pink bow, and removable diaper.

**Micro Charger Hyper Dome**

Kids launch their Micro Chargers Stunt Cars into the battle dome and battle it out until one cars falls to its demise. The Hyper Dome can be added to other tracks. This set includes a battle dome, two Micro Chargers Stunt Cars, two handheld chargers and two stat cards.

**Bitty Baby Doll**

Designed for girls ages 3 and up, Bitty Baby is a 15-inch soft-bodied doll available in 11 different combinations of skin tone, eye- and hair-color, allowing girls to create a one-of-a-kind companion that's just right for them. Each Bitty Baby doll comes dressed in her signature sleeper, along with a special "wishing star" keepsake toy and a beautifully illustrated Bitty Baby and Me hardcover picture book.
**Versa Style Iron**

The 5-in-1 master tool achieves the results of five salon tools — a flat iron, roller set, and three curling irons — in just one, easy-to-use tool. The iron features exclusive ProCurling™ technology, complete with rounded rubber edges to curl, wave or create incredible root lift while the ceramic-coated, tourmaline-boosted plates deliver long-lasting shine. Available at Ulta.

**Magna Tiles**

Set includes magnetized pieces of different shapes that attach along their sides to build basic 3D shapes, like cubes and pyramids, or whatever creative designs kids develop. The Magna Tiles Set helps kids become familiar with geometric shapes, understand basic math and science skills, and experience free-form, creative building.

**Our Generation Doll**

Our Generation is a contemporary, fashion-forward, affordable doll collection that boasts amazing accessories for girls and their dolls. Our Generation donates 10 cents from each purchase to Free the Children. Look for dolls and accessories, including matching Girl & Doll Outfits, matching Girl & Doll Craft Sets, Doll House, and more.

**Baby Alive**

Better Now Baby

Kids can play doctor and mommy at the same time! Press the button on her bracelet and her cheeks light up to show she’s not feeling well. A variety of phrases and sounds tell you where she hurts and when she feels better. Includes bandages, a medicine spoon a medicine bottle, syringe, stethoscope, and thermometer. Bilingual in both English and Spanish and is available in three ethnicities.

**DRee&co.**

Hair Studio • Wellness Spa • Emporium

LOCALLY OWNED • PARKING BEHIND • AVEDA
760 N. Chase Street • 706.548.0770
FOLLOW US! www.dreeandco.com

**Merry Christmas from our family to yours!**

Abigail & Sadie

Athens Family Vision Clinic

Dr. Russell D. Springer, Optometrist

Medical and Vision Insurance Accepted and Filed

www.athensfamilyvision.com • 706.543.3599
Hawthorne Medical Center • 1000 Hawthorne Avenue • Suite A

Exclusive and Extensive Sun and Ophthalmic Collections from:

Prada • Gucci • Michael Kors • Disney, Juicy Couture & Rayban for Kids • And More

**Colorful Gifts of Beauty & Relaxation at DRee & Company this season**

AVEDA, Gift Certificates and lots of stocking stuffers
Blind Skateboard

Blind Skateboards was introduced in 1989 by pro skater Mark “Gonz” Gonzales. Blind Skateboards offers four deck treatments that rival most other construction-minded brands. This is a great, entry level skateboard for a beginning rider. Available at Academy Sports.

Eric Carle Elephant

Inspired by Eric Carle’s “do you want to be my friend?,” this interactive toy features multiple teaching and activity features such as a button, zipper, mirror, textured rings, in and out play mouse with squeaker, and a chime noise in his belly for hours of developmental fun.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING THE NEXT 10 SATURDAYS?

Become a Dental Assistant in your spare time!

- Led by a team of working dental professionals in a professional environment with modern digital radiology.
- 10 Consecutive Saturdays Instruction times make it easy to learn on “off time”
- National accreditation by NACS
- Tuition loans Available

The Dental Staff School is now offering cross training courses that include Front Office Administration and Orthodontic assisting in order to better train tomorrow’s leading dental assistants. Please visit our website for more information.

Our Dental Assistant Course is the right choice for you:

- are looking for a new career direction...
- aren’t satisfied in your present entry level job...
- need flexible working hours while you finish school...

(678) 819-3919
3020 Roswell Rd. Ste 100
Marietta GA 30062

dentalschoolsociety.com
Zelf Dolls
The Zelfs come from the garden of Zardenia and each has a power represented by a Zelfmark, colorful spike-tacular and style-able hair, pose-able arms and legs and matching charms and hair accessories that girls can use to style and tame their Zelf’s crazy hair.

Monster High Dolls
The ghouls of Monster High are off on another exciting adventure in the movie Monster High 13 Wishes. When Howleen Wolf™ discovers a magic lantern, she’s granted 13 wishes and makes some good choices and some bad. Creature chaos ensues! It’s up to the ghoul friends to save the day. Girls will love recreating favorite movie moments and inventing new adventure.

Imaginext Batcave
Equipped with all sorts of gadgetry, the Fisher-Price DC Super Friends Imaginext Batcave has a mechanical claw to work on the Batcycle, a secret entrance, a turnstile, a telescope and more. All you have to do is turn your Batman figure on the disk to reveal or activate them. There’s a Bat Signal that lights up and a launcher that lets you fire projectiles at the enemy.

Monster High Dolls
The ghouls of Monster High are off on another exciting adventure in the movie Monster High 13 Wishes. When Howleen Wolf™ discovers a magic lantern, she’s granted 13 wishes and makes some good choices and some bad. Creature chaos ensues! It’s up to the ghoul friends to save the day. Girls will love recreating favorite movie moments and inventing new adventure.
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To them, it’s more than dance class!
Dance Classes for All Ages!
Register Now! Call 706-769-1177
New Classes Begin January 2014
Alice DePass Studio of Dance
www.depassstudiodance.com

warm wishes
FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS THIS HOLIDAY SEASON

Parker Plastic Surgery
James A. Parker, M.D.
www.parkerplasticsurgery.com
706.543.0404

www.athensparent.com 29